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The statistics are staggering. Organizations that experience a significant
data loss, almost half will fail immediately. 90% will fail within 2 years.
That’s how critical it is to have proper data protection and data-loss readiness. Relying on
outdated backup solutions can be terminal to your organization in the face of today’s
sophisticated threats. You need a solution that will ensure if you are hit with
Ransomware, disaster or some other data loss you’ll be back in business in as soon as 15
minutes.
FlxStore™ Data Protection Services securely protects your data in multiple locations with
the fastest Return to Operation statistics in the industry. You get complete protection at a
price point to protect both servers and user devices. (A+er all, that’s where more than
50% of your data really lives.)
FLxStore also integrates with existing enterprise data protection systems to deliver
Veeam’s powerful features, cloud backup, geo-diversity and complete control.
With FLxStore, your get more than a backup, you get real business continuity.

Ransomware Ready
No need to pay costly
ransoms to recover your
valuable data. You have fast
access to restore and keep
your operations moving.

Fastest Recovery
Quickly recover all or just parts
of your backup quickly for a
high RPO/RTO. Instant VM
Recovery can restore your data
in as fast as 15 mins.

Eﬀicient image-based VM
replication for a stronger business
continuity strategy with hybrid
cloud-based disaster recovery .
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On-site + Oﬀsite Backups

Total Visibility & Control

End to End Encryption

Retains a copy onsite while
replicating a copy securely oﬀ site
to our Brush Mountain Data Centers .You get speed, convenience
and peace of mind .

We let you have control over your
data. (Or we’ll manage it for you.)
Access and recover data in hosted
backup repositories directly from
the backup console, update your
settings anytime .

Rest easy . All data is encrypted
before it leaves your network
perimeter, in flight and at rest,
without negatively impacting the
data reduction ratios of built-in
compression and WAN Acceleration.

Know Where Your Data Is

Granular Data Restoration

Our Brush Mountain Data Centers Restore an entire data-set, or just
are US-based with no replication a few files for one user. It’s easy
outside the United States. Perfect and fast with FLxStore.
for ITAR and other requirements
for 100% on-shore data storage.

More for Your Money
Eliminates CAPEX, management
and delivers industry-leading
features. Get 3x more storage,
75% more speed and peace of
mind. Reduces costs today, DR
readiness saves you tomorrow.

Ready to see how easy it can be with FLxStore?
Contact us to request your no-obligation discussion and proposal.
Direct: (540) 443-3570
Toll Free:(866) 38-PROTECT
hello@ali-inc.com
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(800) 283-2648

1750 Kraft Dr. Suite 1200
Blacksburg VA 24060

